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My name is Aubrey Britton. I was your every day average nerdy book blogger, obsessed with the

hot guys on the covers but lusting from afar. I knew I'd never meet a guy like the ones in my books,

with muscles like that, with eyes like that, with a mouth like that.I knew I was destined to be an old

maid, get a bunch of cats, work at a book store and live in my fantasy world until the day I died.Hot,

steamy sex was something reserved for the girls in my books, not a girl like me.Until the day I

literally fell for Isaac James, the hottest man to grace the cover of any romance novel.And he

wanted a girl like me.And he had muscles like that.And eyes like that.And a mouth like that...and

was a filthy talking sex god in the bedroom.But we both had our secrets and we both had our

guarded pasts. When all was revealed, would the nerdy book blogger get the guy?Or was I destined

to be alone forever?Rated 18+ for insta-love, filthy talk, dirty sex and swoon worthy descriptions of

the hottest man in the world.
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I liked the premise of Bookish by Olivia Long.Nerdish book blogger Aubrey clumsily meets Isaac,

book cover model extraordinaire at a book event and signing.With her is her so called best friend



Chloe. Who always manages to make Aubrey feel less than she really is. Isaac and Aubrey start a

sweet love affair. I really liked the both of them and Aubrey's crazy Aunt Abby who raised her after

her parents death.Aubrey and Isaac's love deepens and they become each other's soul mates.

Secrets are revealed and trust is given. A romantic trip to Paris was pure bliss for the two of

them.Then along came a spider named Chloe who went through Aubrey's phone texts and then

revealed Isaac's secret on Aubrey's blog as she had hounded Aubrey into making her her partner.

When Aubrey returns the next morning to the hotel from running out to grab breakfast and coffee

sheIs told that she is no longer welcomed there by Mr. James and that her luggage was being

brought down. Naturally she is confused and hurt by his actions.Isaac's sister meets her in the lobby

along with her luggage hands her a newspaper and tells her never to contact Isaac again and that

she has booked her a flight home. Okay here is the part of the story I struggled with.Isaac who

swore his love and complete trust to won't even give her a chance to explain herself or even talk to

her.Of course Aubrey knows it was Chloe who betrayed her out of jealousy and tells her to get the

hell out of her life and stay out. There is a tragedy that takes place a few weeks after Aubrey returns

home. A near death situation happens to Abby where Isaac is miraculously there to save her.

Slightly disappointed.This story follows the life of a nerdy book blogger who catches the eye of the

sexiest cover model in the industry. It's instant attraction and love at first sight for these two and

suddenly her world goes from fictional fantasy to scary reality. It's literally a romance that only

happens in a novel, come to life in a novel. Kinda ironic.I didn't like Aubrey's character in the

beginning. She was too much of Debbie Downer on herself. Her bitchy-ness and self hating ways of

thinking was annoying. I didn't like Aubrey's character when she was dating Issac. She became

co-dependent on him in an obsessed way. She literally stopped her life and goals to focus on him

and his. Not realistic or attractive. I didn't like Aubrey at the end of the novel either. Her

obsessiveness with Issace reached new heights that was slightly disturbing.I didn't like Aubrey's

character period.Issacs character was one dimensional. Besides the description of his body and abs

over and over and over ... and over again there was not much else to him. A few sweet words here

and there and BAM, that was all there was to his character. No depth or no realness. He was born

and raised in England but every word out his mouth was all American. And let me tell you the way

they called each other by their last name when having sex was weird and uncomfortable. Nothing

romantic about it. It was cheesy and creepy.I will admit, the story sucks you in though. Who doesn't

like the stories about the ugly duckling who gets the hot goose? Once I got past my distinct unlike of

the main character I actually did enjoy the story itself ... Until the damn end.That's where this



booked failed for me.
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